
Digital Twin Brochure 



With so much talk about the potential of Digital Twins (pipeline simulators) in 
the Water Industry on LinkedIn and in Conferences / Webinars, not enough 
attention is paid to twins that are already proven, installed and operational in 
a live environment. It is relatively easy building a pipeline hydraulic model and 
driving it with historical data as it can be adjusted and calibrated to suit. The real 
challenge is installing a Digital Twin in a control centre and calibrating it so it can 
run accurately and continuously in the background.

When a twin is permanently driven by live data, it should not fail, freeze, abandon 
calculations, ignore data, average data, abort due to bad data or be incapable of 
replicating day to day operations, such as mirroring control systems or showing 
pressure transients passing through pipeline networks. Anything else defeats 
the purpose and we would then argue that it is not a twin but a distant cousin 
of the actual system. A twin must be identical to the real system and be able 
to replicate the system under all operational scenarios - the clue is in the name 
‘a twin’.  As pressure transients occur in the real world, the twin must therefore 
be able to show how they propagate through the pipework and valves. If a twin 
cannot model pressure waves passing through pipework then a highly critical 
part of the system operation is neglected. As pressure transients cause leaks, 
the only way we can move from the current ‘find and fix’ leakage approach is to 
locate, track and eliminate the source and cause of the leaks.

By driving our VariSimTM pipeline hydraulic simulators (Digital Twins) with pressure 
and flow data from SCADA systems and GPRS loggers, water companies are 
realising the operational benefits that are gained by utilizing our 50 years of 
experience. We are seeing 
a huge increase in the 
supply and installation of 
our Digital Twins all over the 
world. The majority of our 
clients are SCADA suppliers 
who need to install a robust 
and reliable Digital Twin 
that is not prone to failure. 
They understand that the 
twin must be able to model 
pressure transients so it 
will match the real system 
at all times. 

The Largest Digital Twin in the Water Industry?



In London, our pipeline simulators show how pressure transients are causing 
leaks and bursts by modelling and tracking the transients entering DMA’s from 
the wider supply system 
and travelling through the 
DMA directly into the areas 
where leakage is high. In 
conjunction with Thames 
Water, steps are now being 
made to identify the source 
of the pressure transients 
to prevent future leaks 
breaking out. The DMA’s 
are being reconfigured to 
reduce current leakage 
levels. 

We are installing several real-time simulators throughout Saudi Arabia, including 
Al-Lith and NEOM. The simulators include a proven leak detection capability 
and a pipeline management function. 
We have also provided on-site pressure 
logging to locate blockages in the 
pipelines and a training simulator to help 
operators understand and manage the 
pipelines. Any operational procedures 

can be tested out first on the Digital 
Twin to show the pressure transients 
(surge / waterhammer) caused by 
an operational change to give true 
confidence to operators.

Some examples of real-time operational systems we have implemented and 
installed in the Water Industry in recent years are shown below:

London DMA’s

Transmission Mains Throughout Saudi Arabia



Our gold standard real-time simulator is installed in the Dubai Water Control 
Centre and includes the complete water distribution network of Dubai. It is driven 
by hundreds of pressure and flow sensors across the city which update every 4 
seconds to give a highly accurate picture of the live operation of the network in 
the SCADA control room. It is quite simply the most advanced real-time water 
network simulator in the world. Our hydraulic simulator shows the pressure, 
flow, valve position and control system status at every point in the water supply 
network throughout Dubai. The DEWA Hydraulic Management System (HMS) 
includes all control systems and is used for many different functions, including 
water balancing, event replay and training. The data flow from the pipelines, 
reservoirs and treatment plants into the control centre is truly impressive. Around 
one million data points are processed by our VariSimTM hydraulic simulator every 
minute and this does not include any high-speed pressure transient data. 

Dubai Water Supply Network

The VariSimTM Digital Twin of the water supply network of Qatar is almost 
certainly the largest real-time water pipeline management system in the world 
as it models an entire country. In order to be able to handle and process the 
large data volumes entering the model and also accommodate flow imbalances 
generated due to the operation of pumps and control valves, Kahramaa looked 
to a proven software solution for their real-time pipeline simulator.

Qatar Water Distribution System
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